**MARCH**

| 26–29 | QUEER CLOTHING DRIVE | (EUC 062) Donate lightly used clothing of all kinds. [‡] |
| 26–27 | TRANS DAY OF VISIBILITY EDUCATION & AWARENESS | (EUC Commons) [▼] |
| 26–27 | TRANSEXUAL DAY OF VISIBLE | [▼] |

**APRIL**

| 2–6 | QUEER CLOTHING DRIVE | (EUC 062) Clothing Swap—an opportunity for gender diverse students to find clothes that make them feel most comfortable and authentic! [‡] |
| 2 | SHARE YOUR PRIDE AND PRONOUNS | Come make buttons to show your pride all month long! (11am–1pm, IRC) [‡] |
| 3 | LUNCH & LEARN: It Takes a Village | (1–2pm, Virginia Dare, Alumni House) [▼] |
| 4 | Q+ Hosts Queer Movie Night | Growing Up Trans (7–9pm, EUC Phillips) [‡] |
| 5 | UNCG PRIDE MONTH STUDENT ART EXHIBITION | (6–8pm, EUC IRC) UNCG Art students have created pieces related to gender, sexuality, and LGBTQ+ pride to display on our exhibit wall throughout the month of April. Join us for a reception to celebrate their work. [▼] |
| 6 | ASSEMBLAGE: ANTI-OFFENSIVE WORKS | WGS RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM (10am–5pm, EUC) www.uncg.edu/events/5th-annual-assemblage-call-for-submissions [▼] |

**HOW TO ACCESS HIDDEN HISTORIES** (6pm, IRC) Partnering with University Libraries-Learn from the perspectives of our University Archivist and an expert in library science on how we explore hidden LGBTQ+ narratives and histories that often occurred under a shroud of necessary anonymity. [▼] |

**SATURDAY CHURCH FILM SCREENING**, co-sponsored by Q+ and HRL (7pm, Tillman-Smart Room of Shaw Hall) [▼] |

**DE-STRESSFEST**@TheFountain, 12–3pm [‡] |

**BAYARD RUSTIN FILM & DISCUSSION** (6–8pm, SOEB 114) Collaboration with AADS and WGS [▼] |

**SEX ED IN THE DARK** with Planned Parenthood (7pm, IRC) [‡] |

**ASHBY DIALOGUE SYMPOSIUM** (9:30am–12:30pm, EUC Cone) [▼] |

**SECOND CHANCE PROM** in Collaboration with CAP (7pm, EUC Cone) [‡] |

**LUNCH & LEARN**: What we know about Sexual Health in the UNCG LGBTQ+ student community (1–2pm, Virginia Dare, Alumni House) [▼] |

**ROUNDTABLE: LGBTQ+ INCLUSION IN COMMUNITIES OF FAITH** (7pm, IRC) [▼] |

**FACULTY/STAFF SPOTLIGHT WORKSHOP**: Improving access and processes for gender diverse students across student services (4–5pm, EUC Sharpel) [◊] |

**UNCG LGBTQ+ HISTORY PANEL**: From Then to Now (4pm, Hodges Reading Room, Library) Join past alumni, current students, and a Jackson Library archivist as we consider the evolution of the UNCG LGBTQ+ student experience. [▼] |

**COMMUNITY DIALOGUES**: Sexism in Hip Hop (1:30pm, IRC) [▼] |

**PRIDE MARCH**, 3pm starting on Kaplan Commons [‡] |

**FACULTY/STAFF SPOTLIGHT WORKSHOP**: including gender diverse students in the classroom (12-1pm, EUC Alexander) [◊] |

**LAVENDER GRADUATION** (4pm, EUC Claxton) [▼] |

---

Celebrate your UNCG Pride by sharing your words, stories, pictures, and videos that celebrate being authentically you with our hashtag #BeFreeAtTheG

More info or disability accommodations, contact Elliott Kimball at 336-334-3478 or erkimba2@uncg.edu
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